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about
BNB Cherries is a place
where you can hire
farmers that will non-stop
grow Cherries for you. 


Therefore you can
exchange cherries for
BNB rewards.

EARN
mining

After all expenses for mining

you will be able to receive on
average 8% of your initial

investment every day.

Referral

Convince your friends to hire
farmers and receive 12% of
their total investments.

COMPOUND
Re-invest your daily rewards
to hire more farmers that will
non-stop grow Cherries and
increase your earnings
exponentially.

fees
5% fee on invest and sale of
cherries


There is no fee taken when
you re-invest your rewards


We use collected fees for
marketing and development
of our ecosystem

strategy
Everybody has its own
strategy, but the most
popular and profit-proven
strategy from experienced
miners is 6/1.


It means to re-invest 6 times
per week and take profits 1
time per week.


Taking profits too often will
exhaust your mine and
therefore decrease your
return on investment in the
short and in the long run.


FAQ
H

ow does BNB Cherries work?

ou deposit your BNB and every day you will
earn 8% on your invested amount that accrues
rewards throughout the day. Please note, that
your ROI will decrease with each subsequent
claim. 


Y

To keep the highest ROI of 8% per day and
higher, we encourage you to compound your
rewards for six days and claim on the seventh
day (6/1 strategy). This mechanism is built into
the contract
H

ow long will the contract pay out rewards?

As long as there is balance in the contract,

there will always be rewards.
What is the best strategy ?
6/1. 6 compounds + 1 withdrawal per week.

Make an action every day. If you start getting

greedy and trying to save up your rewards,

your ROI will decrease as well
What prevents the developers from rugging?
The contract is immutable, meaning that once
it is deployed the developers have no access
to the contract and cannot send anything out
of the wallet.
Can I be too late to deposit my funds?
No, the contract is written to incentivize
anyone. However, the impact is just very
small. If you can get in early, you should
consider doing it and start compounding your
stake.


OFFICIAL

LINKS
Website - https: //bnb-cherries.com/
Twitter - https: //twitter.com/bnb_cherries
Telegram - https: //t.me/bnb_cherries

